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Introduction
The foundational research on distributed and mobile computing, driven by the technological advances of the last decades, has produced a number of theoretical models (for example [27, 12, 29, 7, 3] , to cite just a few), which can be generally assimilated to some form of distributed process calculus or of 'ambient' calculus.
All such models rely on (often sophisticated) type systems to express and check behavioural properties concerning mobility, resource access, security, etc. In most of them, a system or component is represented by a term P of a given calculus, a type V assigned to P and an environment Σ. In the standard view, as is well-known, the term P abstractly describes the implementation, its type V may express some behavioural properties, and the environment Σ is a set of assumptions on the outside world. There is thus the notion of a global environment, whose corresponding concrete scenario is one where all the interacting parties are known in advance to each other, so that static checks performed before execution ensure the correctness of the whole system.
In particular, type systems for ambient calculi are usually based on the notion of a process/ambient type which describes the kind of communication and the kind of mobility actions a process can perform and, at the same time, the kind of movements and actions an ambient can make because of the activity of its internal processes. Every ambient name is assigned (by a global assumption or by a name restriction) a type which is simply the type of the processes it is allowed to contain. The basic typing rule for such systems is therefore some variant of the rule:
Σ, m:V P : V
Σ, m:V m[P ] is well typed (Amb)
When dealing with computing in wide-area distributed and mobile systems, however, static verification is impractical both because of the huge amount of information to be checked and because typing information could be partial, inaccurate or missing. In such 'open' and dynamic systems no global environment can be assumed; on the contrary, there usually exist several different local and autonomous computational environments. Moreover, interaction may take place between parties whose respective properties are unknown or only partially known to each other. If stopping the execution for re-checking is to be avoided, every potentially dangerous component must dynamically carry with it sufficient behavioural information that can be checked at runtime by the other components interacting with it (see, e.g., the approach based on proof-carrying code [33] ).
To model these scenarios, we propose here an ambient-based calculus which combines ambient mobility with general process mobility (like M 3 [15] ) and where there are no global assumptions on ambient names, since there is no static ambient type. Every ambient name m may be used to build an ambient m[P ] with any desired content P ; on the other hand, process movements are constrained by the presence of co-moves and by runtime type checking. Indeed, following [22] , we define an operational semantics with types which exploits types to authorize or block reductions but is simpler than a full-fledged typed operational semantics, because it only checks that types agree with process movements.
Types rely on group names, sort of 'family names' that group ambients with homologous features. Mobility properties and co-actions (entrance permissions) are expressed in terms of groups. The notion of a group, however, can be as fine-grained as necessary: in principle, each ambient can be in a distinct group. Dynamicity is enhanced by means of group-dependent types: types can contain variables which communication can instantiate to group names. In this way, during computation, processes can acquire knowledge of new group names that can be used either in movement actions or to let processes in.
Our first result shows that the type assignment system and the operational semantics of our calculus are 'sound'. This means that in any reduction sequence, ambient and process movements always comply with the constraints expressed by the types associated to the single ambients, and the types of messages exchanged in communications always match. This is done by first proving a property of subject reduction, namely that an ambient's 'policy' -expressed by its inner type -is preserved by reduction, and then by proving a property of type safety, i.e., that a process or ambient's behaviour complies, at each reduction step, with the policy of the enclosing ambient.
Since the terms of our calculus are quite heavily decorated with types, one would like to avoid writing all those types explicitly, and to let the system partially infer themà la ML: ideally, one would like to write them only for specifying, within an ambient, the rights granted to incoming mobile processes, without having to introduce any extra type annotation.
Also, safety suggests that an ambient, before letting in a process coming from an untrusted ambient, must typecheck it to ascertain that its actual behavioural type agrees with the one it declares, i.e., with the rights it requires (see [23] ). More generally, it is useful to know which are, for ambient types, the minimal requirements that ensure the initial consistency of the system.
Both these issues require a type inference algorithm which, when applied to processes whose type decorations only express ambient-access policies, computes the minimal rights needed for running them. Such an algorithm is therefore the second result we present, along with the proofs of its soundness and completeness.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the different constructs of the calculus are explained by means of a simple example. In Section 3 the calculus' syntax, type system and operational semantics are formally presented, while in Section 4 the soundness results are stated and proved. Section 5 illustrates an application of our calculus to modelling a public transportation system and to controlling mobility of the entities involved (e.g., trains and passengers). In Section 6, a type inference algorithm is defined and its soundness and completeness are proved. Finally, in Section 7 we draw some short conclusions and touch upon directions for future work and comparisons with related work.
An Explanatory Example: The Publisher
The scenario envisaged in the example consists of a publisher pub that publishes a number of electronic journals to which different institutions may subscribe. Two kinds of institutions are present: those that are fully trusted by the publisher and whose names are known to it, and all the others, whose names are not known in advance to the publisher and which are only partially trusted (in a sense that will be apparent below). The whole system is therefore the parallel composition (via the operator ' | ') of institutions and publisher:
(νg inst )(νg tdl 1 where the inst i (with i = 1, . . . , m) are the known trusted institutions and the ins i (with i = 1, . . . , n) are those only partially trusted. Each ambient has a name and a group name: the association of an ambient with a group is not established by a static assumption but is done in the construction of the term. Ambient names and group names respectively act as the ambient's first name and family name; different ambients with homologous features are generally assigned the same group. For example, all the trusted institutions are assigned the group g inst , while all the others belong to the group g ins ; the group g tdl i (for i = 1, . . . , m) labels the download processes originated by the trusted institution inst i , while the group g dli (for i = 1, . . . , n) labels the download processes originated by the untrusted institution ins i .
The standard construct (νg)P declares that the name g is known only to process P ; thus the fact that the group of processes originated by an untrusted institution is not known in advance to the publisher has been modelled in (2.1) by putting the publisher out of the scope of its declaration. Each of these top-level components is an ambient containing other ambients and processes: the publisher contains the journals and a manager process; an institution is an ambient that sends the publisher a subscription request and hosts a number of download processes; these in turn are represented by mobile ambients moving from their institutions to the publisher (where they access the subscribed journal) and back.
As anticipated in the Introduction, an ambient's properties are purely local and are not committed to global assumptions on the ambient's name or group. So the construct α:γ V[P ] also contains a type V ≡ ( C , E , T) which coincides with the type of its inner process P . This type consists of two components, the mobility type C , E and the communication type T, which are sets of group names: C is the set of ambient groups which α is allowed to cross (driven by P ) and E is the set of ambient groups which processes sent by α (and then by P ) are allowed to enter. On the other hand T specifies the type of the messages that can be communicated within α by input and output actions of P . It can be shh if no input and output action can be performed by P , or it can be of the form com(W), where W is an ambient name, a group name or a capability type. For instance, the ambient pub of group g pub can cross no ambients, can send processes only to ambients of group g jrn and internally communicates pairs consisting each of an ambient name and a group name.
The ambient typing rule therefore informally becomes:
where V is any well-formed process type. As usual, the ambient's external process type V , which may be any type, is not to be confused with its inner type V. The global environment Σ is used only for associating types to variables: they can range over different ambients and processes, so global assumptions on their types are unavoidable. The whole computation starts with a request being sent by an institution (trusted or untrusted) to the publisher for subscribing to a journal jrn k :
The request is a simple mobile process that, by performing a to action, moves from the institution to the publisher, where it communicates the journal's name and the institution's 'signature', i.e., the group name of its download ambients. We remark that, although this example employs dyadic communication, the formal definition of the calculus (which will be presented in the next section), for the sake of simplicity, allows only monadic communication.
The construct tom:γ withV . P (introduced in a basic form in the calculus M 3 ) denotes a process that sends its continuation P to a sibling ambient named m of group γ, where it will behave in conformity with the declared type V. Static type checking ensures that the type of P actually equals its declared type V. Here, the request process req k i announces that, once reached the publisher, it will communicate a pair consisting of an ambient name and a group name, without performing any mobility action.
At runtime, a to action can fire only if the target ambient accepts the incoming process through the consumption of a suitable co-move of the form co γ with U, where γ is the group of the expected incoming process and U a mobility type. The firing of the to-co transition is subject to the dynamic check that the communication type of the incoming process complies with the one of the entered ambient and that its mobility type is bounded by U (this notion is rendered by a suitable notion of subtyping). Static type checking ensures that U is in turn compatible with the mobility type of the entered ambient. On the other hand, dynamic checking of type compatibility between the incoming process and the entered ambient is necessary since, in the absence of a global type environment for ambient or group names, the type properties of the entered ambient can be known only at runtime. Note that in this way it is possible to allow processes of different groups to enter a same ambient with different mobility rights. Checking the mobility type of a process going from one ambient to another is motivated by the fact that this may be extremely dangerous for the receiving ambient, since the process could take complete control of it.
In our example the control is performed by the manager, which is a process running within the publisher and dedicated to handling incoming requests:
down x:g jrn with ( ∅, {y} , shh) . !co y with ∅, {y} | ! co g ins with ∅, ∅ . (x:amb, y:group) .
down x:g jrn with ( ∅, ∅ , shh) . !co y with ∅, ∅
The first action performed by the manager is the consumption of the co-move co g inst with ∅, ∅ , which authorizes a process to enter the publisher only if it cannot move the publisher nor send processes from it. As previously described, subscription requests satisfy such constraint. The co-move is consumed in the action; the standard replication operator ' ! ' is therefore used to provide authorization for an unlimited number of accesses. After accepting the request, the manager receives from it the journal's name and the institution's signature, goes down into the journal and finally leaves there a co-move that will grant the institution's reading processes the right to access the journal. Depending on whether the request comes from a known trusted institution or from an unknown one, the co-move deposited in the journal will be slightly different: in the second case it grants more restricted rights, which will compel processes from unknown institutions to adopt a more controlled behaviour.
The down primitive is a process mobility primitive analogous to the to: it sends the continuation process down from its ambient into a child ambient. The set of process mobility primitives is completed by the up action, which sends the continuation process to the parent ambient. For the sake of simplicity, there is only one kind of co-move which synchronizes with any of the three kinds of process movements (to, up and down).
The type expression in the co construct may contain a variable bound by an input abstraction. For example, in the case of a request from a fully trusted institution the co-move deposited by the manager in the journal contains the variable y: the journal will thus accept any reading agent coming from a download ambient of group y and going back as a continuation process to a y-ambient (i.e., to an ambient of the same group y). The actual value of y is provided by the input operation performed by the manager prior to dropping the co-move at the journal.
Journals are simple ambients that communicate their contents any number of times:
The co-move initially present in the journal enables it to receive from the publisher (through the manager) the co-move that in turn will authorize the journal to accept reader agents from members of an institution, if this has subscribed the journal.
As we have seen, the latter 'dynamic' co-move, in case of a trusted institution, will authorize the reader agent to go back to its originating y-ambient; the former 'static' co-move, to be able to accept the dynamic one, must therefore authorize the movement to any possible value of y, i.e., it must explicitly mention the signatures (i.e., the groups of download ambients) of all the trusted institutions.
Finally, a download process performing an access to a subscribed journal is a mobile ambient going out from its institution into the publisher, where it sends a reading agent to the journal; the agent, represented by a process, reads a paper within the journal and then goes back to the download mobile ambient, which in turn goes back to the institution. In the case of fully trusted institutions such behaviour can be implemented exactly as described. In particular, since the above list of actions has to be performed strictly in the given order, the ambient's main internal component will be a process consisting of a sequence of prefixes, in parallel with the co-move needed to eventually take in again the reading process:
The main process starts by driving the ambient out of the institution and into the publisher, by means of the usual out and in actions of ambient calculi; the only difference w.r.t. the standard primitives is that in our calculus an action takes as arguments not only an ambient name, but also a group name.
Once the download ambient is in the publisher, the main thread asks to be allowed to jump into the journal, by promising that it will not move the journal itself, will have a continuation coming back to an ambient of group g tdl i , and will perform an input/output of messages of type paper.
The journal accepts the reader process because it contains the appropriate co-move; then, the process reads the paper in the journal through an input operation and goes back to the download ambient, with the accompanying declaration that it will continue there by driving the ambient across publisher and institution boundaries; which in fact is what it performs in the second-last line of the definition, before finally making available the paper to other processes in the institution.
For the agent to be allowed to return from the journal after reading the paper, the download ambient must contain a suitable co-move, which is shown in the last line of the definition. Its with-component {g pub , g inst }, ∅ exactly matches the one of the returning process.
It is important to observe that an ambient's mobility type C , E is an upper bound of the mobilities of the parallel processes it contains and will contain, in the sense that the set C collects all the group names that are arguments of in or out actions or are found in the C components of co-actions, while the set E analogously collects the arguments of to, up or down actions and the members of the E components of co-actions. The inclusion of the with components of the comoves guarantees that all the possible future contents of the ambient are taken into account and that therefore the ambient's inner type will not be changed by reduction. This is formally expressed by the theorems relative to soundness, proved in Section 4.
As we have seen, the ambient's inner communication type must be kept at runtime in the ambient construct, to allow the check of incoming processes; on the contrary, the ambient's mobility type is not strictly needed at runtime, since its C and E are supersets of the respective components of the co-actions, which are the ones that perform the checks w.r.t. mobility. Nevertheless, we have chosen to also include the mobility type in the ambient syntax, and thus to explicitly attach to each ambient its complete inner type ( C , E , T), in order to make the calculus more perspicuous and to facilitate the expression of the soundness property.
For example, in the tdl j i component, the ambient named tdl j i (and of group g tdl i ) is labelled with the type ( {g pub , g inst }, {g jrn } , com(paper)), corresponding to the fact that the ambient goes across the boundaries of publisher and institutions, and sends a process to a journal.
The download originating from an unknown institution differs from the previous case because the reading process, once read the paper, is not allowed to directly go back from the journal to the download mobile ambient, whose group is not known to the publisher and therefore not mentioned in the authorization to exit the journal. To be able to return to the download ambient, the reader must turn itself into a mobile ambient -in the example, we have named such an ambient with the secret name box -which is then able to leave the journal without needing a permission. The ambient box acts as a sort of sandbox wherein the otherwise potentially harmful process may run safely, because ambients, differently from processes, in the absence of the open primitive cannot directly act on their surrounding ambients, nor perform input/output operations; they can therefore move around without need of any co-move authorization and runtime check.
Once out of the journal, the reader agent may then go back to the download ambient, which of course knows the family name (i.e., the group) of the sandbox ambient and can therefore authorize the move. The rest of the process is like in the case of known institutions.
A side effect of the above implementation is that at each download access a new box ambient is created and then left empty within the publisher. However, the name restriction immediately transforms such ambients into garbage, which can be collected by means of the equivalence (ν box) box:
The Calculus
This section formally introduces the calculus. The syntax of the pre-terms of the language (where type constraints are ignored) is given in Fig. 1 typed input down α:γ with V . P from an ambient, sends the process P , requiring rights V, down to an enclosed ambient α of group γ up α:γ with V . P from an ambient, sends the process P , requiring rights V, up to the enclosing ambient α of group γ to α:γ with V . P from an ambient, sends the process P , requiring rights V, to a sibling ambient α of group γ P | Q parallel composition α:γ V[P ] ambient ! P replication (νn)P name restriction (νg)P group restriction where U, V and W are defined in Figure 2 . built from the 0 process through the standard constructs of sequential prefixing, parallel composition, ambient formation, replication, name restriction and group restriction. Admissible syntactic prefixes are the capabilities in and out, the comove co, the input/output actions and the process movement constructs down, up and to. Messages can be ambient names, group names or (sequences of) capabilities; note that process movement actions (to, down, up) are not considered capabilities and cannot be communicated. In the input construct (x: W) . P the prefix (x: W) binds the variable x in P , while in the name restriction (νn)P the binder (νn) binds the name n in P ; group re- 
striction (νg) works analogously. A name or a variable that is not bound is called
free. The sets of free and bound names/variables of a term are respectively defined in accordance with that. We identify processes modulo renaming of bound names and variables. We will use the notation η ∈ ( ∈)Υ , where η ∈ {α, γ} and
The syntax of types is given in Fig. 2 . Since types in our system describe communication and mobility properties, the type system is based on the notion of a mobcom type (or process type) V which packs the mobility type and the communication type of a process. A mobility type U consists of two sets C and E whose elements may be both group names and group variables; the intuitive meaning is that C is the set of the ambient groups which the enclosing ambient is allowed to cross when the process executes an in or out action, and E is the set of the ambient groups which the process may enter by means of a down, up or to action. As a matter of notation, if V = ( C , E , T), we will write C (V) and E (V) to denote C and E , respectively; an analogous notation will be used for U.
Observe that types may depend on group variables, i.e. on parameters of input prefixes; they are therefore affected by reduction, when an input action substitutes a variable with a group name. Types, in turn, may occur in terms: mobcom types appear in the with components of the process mobility primitives (where they characterize process continuations) and in the ambient labels (where they represent the types of the inner processes); mobility types appear in the co-moves, where they represent the rights of the processes which are allowed to enter; message types appear in the input construct. The calculus is therefore a truly typed one, where types play an essential role both in the language definition and in the operational semantics.
The communication type T of a process indicates whether the process is silent (type shh) or can engage in the communication of messages of type W. A mes-sage type can be the atomic type group of group names, the atomic type amb of ambient names, or a capability type cap(U) representing the mobility rights required by capabilities.
A type environment Σ is a finite set of pairs x: W, where x is a variable and W is its assumed message type. The domain Dom(Σ) of the environment Σ is defined as usual:
A subtyping relation ≤ is naturally defined on mobility types by componentwise set inclusion and then trivially extended to capability types, while the other two message types amb and group are not comparable with them. Subtyping on message types does not extend in the same way to communication types, since we do not allow subtyping polymorphism in input/output, except for the particular case of silent processes. Communication types are therefore not comparable with each other, with the exception of the type shh, which is the least element. We keep the same notation (≤) for both relations since there is no risk of confusion. Finally, subtyping on process (mobcom) types is the one trivially induced by subtyping on mobility and communication types.
Definition 1 (Subtyping).
Whenever we write Σ ⊆ Σ , with Σ and Σ type environments, we mean the standard set-theoretic inclusion.
We now turn to the typing rules. There are seven kinds of typing judgments:
In the sequel, the generic form Σ Γ is intended to range over the last six kinds of judgments. Figure 3 contains the rules for the well-formedness of environments and types, necessary because the calculus allows variables to occur within mobility types as long as they stand for group names. To simplify the presentation of the rules we rely on the established notational conventions to distinguish between the syntactic categories of objects. So, for instance, W denotes a message type, U a mobility type and so on. The rules are all standard; in particular, rule (Mob Type) checks that all the variables contained in a mobility type have been assumed to be of type group.
Fig. 3. Good Types and Environments
Σ n ∈ A Σ n : amb (Amb Const) Σ g ∈ G Σ g : group (Grp Const) Σ W x:W ∈ Σ W ≤ W Σ x : W (Env) Σ γ : group Σ U U ≤ U Σ co γ with U : cap(U ) (Co) Σ χ : cap(U) Σ χ : cap(U) Σ χ.χ : cap(U) (Path) Σ α : amb Σ U γ ∈ C (U) Σ in α:γ : cap(U) (In) Σ α : amb Σ U γ ∈ C (U) Σ out α:γ : cap(U) (Out)
Fig. 4. Good Messages
The typing rules for messages and processes are given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , respectively. Rules (Amb Const) and (Grp Const) are straightforward. In the rule (Env), if a variable is assigned a message type W equal to the atomic type amb or group, its deduced type W can only be the same as W. If, on the other hand, a variable is assumed to be of a capability type W ≡ cap(U), then subsumption applies, and the deduced type W can be any supertype of W.
As usual, subtyping enhances typability by allowing a subterm to have a type that is a subtype of the one required by the construction of the term. For example, the simple process (x: cap( {g}, ∅ )) . x . in m:g m . 0 is well typed (in the empty environment), with typing:
Fig. 5. Good Processes
where the capability that is going to be received in input carries a more restricted mobility than the resulting mobility of the whole process. Though quite natural, that would not be possible without subtyping. Rule (Co) checks that the mobility type of the co-move is a supertype of the mobility type of the processes the co-move lets in. Rule (Path) checks that the mobility types of the two (sequences of) capabilities are equal.
Rules (In) and (Out) check that the C component of the mobility type contains the group γ of the ambient across whose border the capability drives its ambient; a similar check is performed in rules (Down), (Up) and (To) for the E component. Rule (Amb) ensures that the type of the inner process is recorded in the ambient header. The same rule allows an ambient to have an arbitrary type, as does rule (Null) for the 0 process.
Basic reduction rules:
Structural reduction rules:
Fig. 6. Operational Semantics
Rule (Cap Prefix) checks that the mobility type of the process matches the type of its prefix, in the same way as rules (Input) and (Output) check that the communication type of the process matches the type of the message. Rules (Par), (Repl), (Amb Res) and (Grp Res) are standard.
Finally, we present the operational semantics of the calculus. As is common in calculi for distributed computation, the operational semantics relies on a structural congruence and on a reduction relation. The structural congruence equates terms whose syntactical differences should be considered inessential; it is defined as the smallest congruence satisfying the laws in Fig. 6 . The only non-standard law is (νn)n:g V[0] ≡ 0, which -in the absence of the open capability -is handy for disposing of 'garbage' inactive ambients.
The reduction relation is defined only for closed processes, i.e., processes with no occurrences of free variables; the rules are given in Fig. 6 .
The first five rules deal with mobility and can be divided into two groups: those for ambient mobility and those for process mobility. The former are the standard rules of ambient calculi for the in and out capabilities, which can drive ambients into or out of other ambients. The latter are the ones for the down, up and to actions (already found in M 3 ), which allow the continuation process to move to a parent, child or sibling ambient, respectively. As discussed earlier, an action of this kind must specify not only the name of the target ambient but also its group, because of the absence of a global mapping from ambients to groups.
In the case of process movements the reduction may take place only if the communication type of the continuation is compatible with the one of the target ambient, and in addition if the ambient contains a suitable co-move letting the process in; both checks make use of the subtyping relations introduced in Definition 1. Note that the co-move is consumed in the reaction and this, in turn, allows the co-move's continuation to synchronize on the entering of a process; moreover, the consumable nature of co-moves allows the implementation of fine-tuned admittance policies.
The last reduction rule is the standard one for communication, local to ambients as in the original ambient calculus.
To get the full reduction relation, the basic reduction rules are then closed under the application of all possible reduction contexts, which are those contexts that are built only by parallel composition, ambient formation, and group and name restriction. Note that no reduction rule can be applied within the continuation of an action prefix, in particular within the body of an input process (before the input itself is performed). Thus, if C[−] is a reduction context and C[P ] is a good closed process, no free variable can occur in P . Finally, the last rule is standard and states that structurally congruent processes have the same reductions.
Soundness
The type system satisfies the usual property of subject reduction (Theorem 1), which here, as in all systems of behavioural types, is particularly meaningful. In fact, joined to type safety (Corollary 1), which states the exact correspondence between types and behavioural properties, subject reduction guarantees that any evolution of a system, i.e., any reduction sequence, satisfies the constraints expressed by types. This represents a form of soundness, in the sense that communication and movements of both ambients and processes actually obey the constraints that the type attached to each ambient is supposed to express.
The construction of the proof of the subject reduction theorem starts, as usual, with the statement of generation lemmata, which trivially hold because of the evident syntax-directed character of the typing rules. To simplify the statements we only consider for each syntactic category of terms the corresponding type pattern. It is easy to verify that, in all cases, no other type pattern would be possible. 
Lemma 1 (Generation Lemma I).

If
Σ Γ then Σ. 2. If Σ C , E then Σ γ : group for all γ ∈ C ∪ E . 3. If Σ cap(U) then Σ U. 4. If Σ com(W) then Σ W. 5. If Σ (U, T) then Σ U and Σ T. 6. If Σ, x: W then Σ W and x ∈ Dom(Σ). 7. If Σ n : amb then n ∈ A . 8. If Σ g : group then g ∈ G . 9. If Σ x : W then x: W ∈ Σ for some W ≤ W. 10. If Σ in α:γ : cap(U) then Σ α : amb and Σ cap(U) and γ ∈ C (U). 11. If Σ out α:γ : cap(U) then Σ α : amb and Σ cap(U) and γ ∈ C (U). 12. If Σ co γ with U : cap(U ) then Σ γ : group and Σ cap(U ) and U ≤ U . 13. If Σ χ.χ : cap(U) then Σ χ : cap(U) and Σ χ : cap(U).
Lemma 2 (Generation Lemma II).
If
V then Σ α : amb and Σ γ : group and Σ V and Σ P : V.
12. If Σ (νg)P : V then Σ P : V, and g ∈ Σ and g ∈ V.
Note that the lemmata imply that every valid typing judgement has a unique derivation.
We also need a substitution lemma, which in our case handles the substitution of variables by messages. The application of substitutions to types, messages and processes is standard, while environments need some care. The substitution of the variable x by the message M in the environment Σ (denoted by Σ{x := M }) is defined by induction on Σ:
In the last case, where x is the same as y and M is a variable, the resulting environment might be non-well-formed (if the variable M occurs in Σ); however, that will never happen with substitutions as used in the paper. Also notice that if M is not a variable, then it is an ambient name, a group name or a capability, but in either case no assignment is allowed for it in environments.
Lemma 3 (Substitution Lemma).
If Σ Γ and x
Proof. The proof of Point (1) by induction on the derivations is standard. Points (2) and (3) can be proved simultaneously by induction on the derivations; we only consider two interesting cases.
The first case is the proof of Point (2) when the last rule applied (in the derivation of the point's first antecedent) is (Env Constr):
Σ, x: W, y: W Then, to the judgement Σ, x: W W we may apply the inductive hypothesis of Point (3), with Γ instantiated to W , and we obtain Σ{x := M } W {x := M }.
To be able to re-apply the rule (Env Constr) with x substituted by M , and thus to prove the conclusion (Σ, y: W ){x := M }, we only need to show that the side condition y ∈ Dom(Σ{x := M }) holds. But this is not hard, since by Lemma 1(1) the well-formedness judgment Σ, x: W holds, which in turn by Lemma 1(6) implies x ∈ Dom(Σ); it follows that Dom(Σ) = Dom(Σ{x := M }). From the rule's rightmost premise y ∈ Dom(Σ, x: W) in the assumption, we immediately have that y ∈ Dom(Σ); thus also y ∈ Dom(Σ{x := M }).
As a second interesting case we consider the proof of Point (3) when the last rule applied is (Input):
By induction on Point (3), with Σ replaced by Σ, y:W and Γ instantiated to P :(U, com(W )), we obtain (Σ, y: W ){x := M } (P :(U, com(W ))){x := M }. As for the two needed side conditions on y, observe that by Point (1) y ∈ (Σ, x:W) and Σ M :W imply y ∈ M ; from y ∈ Σ and y ∈ M it follows that y ∈ Σ{x := M }, while the rightmost premise y ∈ (U, com(W )), again with the condition y ∈ M , implies that y ∈ (U, com(W )){x := M }. We may therefore conclude by applying the rule (Input), thus obtaining the consequent Σ{x := M } ((y: W ).P :(U, com(W ))){x := M }.
The other standard lemmata needed for the proof of subject reduction are those concerning strengthening, weakening, and admissibility of subtyping.
Strengthening is expressed by the first two points of the Lemma below. Point (1) states that if the environment Σ ∪ Σ is well formed and no x occurring in Σ 'depends' on Σ , i.e., is in the domain of Σ , then Σ is separately well formed. Point (2) says that if the judgment Σ ∪ Σ Γ holds, and no x occurring (free) in Σ or in Γ is in the domain of Σ , then Σ may be disposed of, and the strengthened judgment Σ Γ holds.
The Lemma's third point expresses the weakening in the usual form.
Lemma 4 (Strengthening and Weakening Lemma).
If
Proof. Points (1) and (2) can be proved simultaneously by induction on derivations. The proof of Point (3) is also by induction on derivations. We only consider a single interesting case, the one in which the last rule applied is (Input):
and, in addition, x ∈ Σ . Let x be a fresh variable; by applying induction to the rule's (leftmost) premise we obtain Σ, x: W, x : W P: (U, com(W)), while the rule (Env) yields Σ, x : W x : W. From these two judgments it follows by Lemma 3(3) (since environments are sets) that the typing Σ, x : W P {x := x } : (U, com(W)) holds, i.e., is derivable. It is easy to verify that the derivations of Σ, x: W P: (U, com(W)) and Σ, x : W P {x := x } : (U, com(W)) are isomorphic; then by the induction hypothesis we obtain Σ , x : W P {x := x } : (U, com(W)). By the rule (Input) this implies that Σ (x : W) . P {x := x } : (U, com(W)), and we are done, since (x: W) . P and (x : W) . P {x := x } are α-equivalent.
Lemma 5 (Admissibility of Subtyping). Proof. Points (1) and (2) are easily proved simultaneously by induction on the derivations.
We are now finally able to prove subject reduction. The property is expressed in its most natural form, which only holds for closed processes, i.e., processes without free variables.
Theorem 1 (Subject Reduction).
Let P : V. Then
Proof. The proof is standard, by induction on the derivations of P ≡ Q and P → Q using the Weakening, Substitution, Admissibility of Subtyping and Generation Lemmata. We only explicitly present the case of rule (R-up):
By Lemma 2(9) we must have up m:g m with (U, T) . P 1 : V n (4.5)
Now, by Lemma 2(4) we get P 1 : (U, T) and V n and g m ∈ E (V n ). Furthermore, by Lemma 5(2) from P 1 : (U, T) we have
Clearly, subject reduction guarantees that in any sequence of reductions every process obeys the constraints imposed by its enclosing ambient. As a matter of fact, a more accurate and stronger property is satisfied: any sub-process of a 'good' process does not only behave in compliance with the policy of its enclosing ambient (if any), but it also complies with the policy against which it has been checked when entering the ambient. Such policy is in general more restrictive than the one of the enclosing ambient, and is expressed by the with component of the co-move that has authorized the movement. Unfortunately this expression completely disappears with its containing co-move as soon as the incoming process is authorized: it thus becomes impossible to formalize the statement that the policy is respected during the whole computation carried out by the process before any further migration.
To overcome this problem, we enrich the process syntax by introducing tagged processes. Tags will be used to record, for each process entering an ambient by consuming a to, down, or up capability, the mobility type U associated with it. To accommodate tags in the syntax of Figure 1 , we add the production:
Tagging has no influence on process formation and well-typing rules: the type of a tagged process is the one of its untagged version, obtained by dropping all tags occurring in it. The operational semantics attaches new tags to processes (when needed), but in reduction it considers tagged processes as ordinary ones; i.e., tags are not exploited to enable or disable reduction steps. We always assume that the initial process of a system is untagged and that all tags are generated during reduction. All properties concerning reduction, notably subject reduction, are then unaffected. Nevertheless, the operational semantics must be extended to represent the generation of tags upon process movements and to allow tagged processes to evolve. The basic reduction rules of Fig. 6 are therefore replaced by those given in Fig. 7 , where we convene that a process not explicitly tagged may be either untagged or tagged. In the same figure we also give the additional structural congruence rules for dealing with tagged processes. Notice that the tag disappears when tagging 0 or the ambient formation, and that tags commute with all other process constructs except the ones for mobility (of both ambients and processes). For this reason we need to duplicate the movement reduction rules.
The rules are hopefully self-explanatory. We only remark that after a reduction with rule (R-down), (R-up) or (R-to), a tag is attached to the migrating process to record the policy against which it has been checked. Similarly, in rules (R-down) , (R-up) and (R-to) the tag of the migrating process is changed appropriately.
The structural reduction rules of Fig. 6 are still valid, but we need to extend the notion of reduction contexts to also encompass the occurrence of tagged processes. Thus, we will say that C[−] is a reduction context if its untagged version is a reduction context.
Structural congruence (additional rules):
{0} U ≡ 0 {co g with U .P } U ≡ co g with U .{P } U {(x: W) . P } U ≡ (x: W) . {P } U { M . P } U ≡ M . {P } U {P | Q} U ≡ {P } U | {Q} U { ! P } U ≡ ! {P } U {(νn)P } U ≡ (νn){P } U {(νg)P } U ≡ (νg){P } U (g ∈ U) {n:g V[P ]} U ≡ n:g V[P ] P ≡ Q implies {P } U ≡ {Q} U
Basic reduction rules:
if U ≤ U1 and T ≤ Tm 
Fig. 7. Operational Semantics with Tags
The main property of the tag system is that on the one hand the tag assigned to a process during reduction refines the policy of the enclosing ambient, on the other hand it encompasses all the actions the process can perform while running in that ambient. Formally, it is expressed as follows.
Theorem 2 (Correctness of Tagging). If P is a good untagged process and
Proof. To show that the thesis holds for all the tags generated by the operational semantics, we prove that it holds as soon as a tag is generated and that the property is preserved by reduction. Formally, we reason by induction on the length of the computation that generates the tag. Since by hypothesis the process P is untagged while the process at the right of the arrow has at least one tag, the reduction sequence must be composed of at least one step (the one that introduces the tag). Let then Q be a process such that
The hypotheses imply that Q is a good process (by Theorem 1) and that all the tags occurring within Q have been generated in the computation from P . Therefore, by induction, the thesis holds for all the tags in Q.
To prove that the thesis holds also for the tag U 1 , we reason by induction on the depth of the proof of the last reduction step in (4.7). In the inductive case, the last rule applied to infer the reduction step is a structural reduction rule and therefore the property trivially holds. The base case is when only one of the basic reduction rules of Fig. 7 is applied; we distinguish between process movement and ambient movement or communication.
In the case of a process movement, the tag U 1 is generated by the reduction step. We only consider rule (R-down) ; the other cases can be dealt with similarly. With reference to the notations of Fig. 7 , we have P 1 : (U, T) by Lemma 2(3) and U 1 ≤ U m by Lemmata 1(12) and 2(2), because Q is a good process. Also, we have U ≤ U 1 and T ≤ T m , otherwise the rule cannot fire. Hence, by Lemma 5(2), we get P 1 : (U 1 , T m ), which proves the thesis.
In the case of a reduction corresponding to an ambient movement or a communication, the tag U 1 was already present in Q. Again, we only consider one significant case, namely when rule (R-in) is applied. We refer to the notations of Fig. 7 , but with n and m exchanged. Let V m = (U m , T m ); then we have U 1 ≤ U m and in n:g n . P 1 : (U 1 , T m ) by induction, because the tag U 1 was generated previously. Now, U 1 ≤ U m still holds because the last reduction step in (4.7) does not change the tag, while in n:g n .
Type safety can now be stated by exploiting tags assigned to processes. Fig. 7 . With reference to the notations of Fig. 7 we have:
Corollary 1 (Type Safety). Let Q be a good untagged process, and let Q → *
C[P ] → C[P ] where P → P is obtained by applying one of the basic reduction rules of
If P → P by (R-in) or (R-out) and
V n = (U n , T n ) then g m ∈ C (U n ). 2. If P → P by (R-in) or (R-out) then g m ∈ C (U 1 ).
If P → P by (R-up), (R-down) or (R-to) and
V n = (U n , T n ) then g m ∈ E (U n ).
If P → P by (R-up) , (R-down) or (R-to) then g m ∈ E (U ).
If P → P by (R-comm) and P
Proof. The proofs of cases 1, 3 and 5 follow from the observation that by Theorem 1 C[P ] is a good process, therefore by Lemma 2 P and all its sub-processes are good processes too. We consider case 5 as an interesting example. In order to type C[P ], by Lemma 2(9) we must have (x: W) . P 1 : (U n , T n ) and M . P 2 : (U n , T n ) which, by Lemma 2 (7) and (8), imply that com(W) = T n and M : W.
For cases 2 and 4 notice that by Theorem 2 if {P 1 } U1 is a sub-process of P then P 1 : (U 1 , T) for some T.
We can therefore conclude that ambient and process moves always respect the mobility rights represented by types, and that the types of messages exchanged in communications always match.
As an example, we apply the previous results to the scenario described in Section 2 and prove some behavioural and security properties of the journals. Proof. The ambient jrn k is immobile since its internal process is well typed with type ( ∅, {g tdl1 , . . . , g tdlm } , com(paper)). Therefore by Theorem 1 and Corollary 1(1) and (2) no action driving it into or out of another ambient is possible. Similarly, by Theorem 1 and Corollary 1(3) and (4), each process inside jrn k can send processes only to ambients belonging to the set of groups {g tdl 1 , . . . , g tdl m }.
Proposition 1. The ambient jrn
Notice that the initial co-moves in the ambient jrn k only let in processes coming from ambients of group g pub , while the co-moves in the ambient pub only let in 'idle' processes, i.e., processes that can be tagged by ∅, ∅ . So, the ambient jrn k can receive from the ambient pub only two kinds of co-moves (see process mgr): !cog tdli with ∅, {g tdli } and !cog dli with ∅, ∅ . Therefore, a process P entering jrn k from an ambient of group g tdl i will be tagged by ∅, {g tdl i } and so by Theorem 2 we get P : ( ∅, {g tdl i } , com(paper)): this, by Theorem 1 and Corollary 1(3) and (4), means that P can send processes to ambients of group g tdl i . On the other hand, a process entering jrn k from an ambient of group g dl i will be tagged by ∅, ∅ and so it cannot send processes.
An Exemplifying Application: The Train Scenario
In this section we focus on the modelling of a public transportation system, the train introduced by [9] , as a nice illustration of the issues related to the control of mobility.
We want to represent a railway network connecting a set of different places (e.g., cities) in the world. Trains move between stations, travellers may get into and off trains only at stations and cannot drive them (no hijacking is possible). The number of passengers in a train at any given instant cannot exceed the number of seats; a passenger takes a seat on boarding and releases it on getting off. Each train has a fixed route.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that:
-There is a top-level untrusted ambient world, which includes stations, travellers, and some other unspecified process S (e.g. other means of transport); it has mobcom type V w , but no assumption can be made on it. -In our intended representation different stations should be found within different cities or localities, and moving from one city to another would only be possible by train. The presence of cities would however increase the size of the example in a trivial manner, without providing more insights; we therefore place stations directly within world, although in this way travellers appear to use a train to end up in the same ambient world which they started from. -There are only two stations stA and stB, and one train train commuting between them. Initially, the train is within stA.
Stations and trains are represented by ambient processes; travellers are represented by simple processes; the number of free seats in a train is represented by the multiplicity of the co-actions allowing to get into the train.
Since there is no communication in any considered ambient except at most in the world, we will write for all other ambients mobcom types C , E instead of ( C , E , shh).
Stations are immobile ambients of group g st , and can have travellers both going down into the trains (of group g tr ) or up into the world (of group g w ); they can be crossed by trains, and can receive travellers with different rights both from train and from the outside world. Stations contain also an ambient checkOut instrumental to preserving the condition of having at most n passengers on the train. Each station thus always contains the process:
where U from = ∅, {g tr } , U to = ∅, {g w , g check } . Therefore the process statp can be typed by the mobility type U st = ∅, {g tr , g w , g check } .
The mobility types U from and U to specify the behaviours of a passenger respectively in the departure station, when going to board a train, and in the arrival station, when going to exit the station into the outside world or city and to send a notification (through the ambient checkOut) that a seat becomes free.
As an immediate application of Theorem 2 and Lemmata 1 and 2 passenger behaviours must respect this policy, so for example a passenger entering the station from the world cannot send a notification to the ambient checkOut.
The train is an ambient which can cross stations, send traveller processes into stations and receive at most n passengers from stations, provided they behave as good passengers (and not, for example, as drivers). The train can also receive the notification of free seats from the ambient checkOut. where U w are the rights of passengers in the world. The traveller after exiting the train sends a co-move to the train using the ambient checkOut. The initial configuration is:
where S is unknown (the world can be dangerous!) and trvlrs(src, dst) is a parallel composition of traveller(src, dst) processes. The world accepts passengers from stations, since it contains ! co g st with U w . A bad passenger willing to get off the train when this is not in a station, though it may be statically well-typed, is dynamically not allowed to do so. Suppose the bad passenger is represented by the process badpsng down tr:g tr with U bad . up world:g w with U w . bp By assuming Σ bp : U w one may derive the typing Σ up world:g w with U w . bp : U bad with U bad ∅, {g w } Observe that the mobility type U bad characterizes a process that, once boarded the train, wants to go from it directly into the world. From the above, we may infer the typing Σ badpsng : U st , since for that it is enough that U st allows the process to get into the train, i.e., g tr ∈ E (U st ). The process badpsng is therefore statically allowed to stay within a station, as for example in the well-typed term stA:g st U st [badpsng | train]. Nevertheless, when trying at runtime to get into the train, the process is blocked. As a matter of fact, for the action down tr:g tr with U bad to fire, it is required that U bad ≤ U psng , which is not the case since U bad = ∅, {g w } while U psng = ∅, {g st } : the type U bad allows going into the world while U psng does not.
This should have been somehow expected, because in our calculus the dynamic checks, performed when co-moves are consumed, are assigned the very task of controlling that mobile processes either respect some given policies expressed through types, or are blocked. Notice that all the previous properties are guaranteed by exploiting in the operational semantics only information local to the involved processes.
A similar scenario has already been modelled in [9, 19, 14] . In the first two cases, the mobility control is implemented by informing the passenger when the train has reached the station at which he wants to get off. More specifically, in [9] a new primitive for ambient renaming is exploited. Intuitively, the train ambient takes a suitable name to implicitly inform the passengers when it has arrived at a certain station and to allow them to get in or off, while it takes a name unknown to passengers when it is moving (in this way passengers cannot get in or off the train). In [19] , mobility policies are implemented through guardians, i.e., components attached to ambients for monitoring inner activities and interaction with the external environment. When the train arrives at a station, the attached guardian allows passengers to get in; in addition, the train generates a suitable ambient called announcement that informs the passengers of the arrival at a certain station and guides the passengers willing to get off. In [14] , the mobility control is performed by exploiting dynamic checks to ensure that mobile processes willing to get in an ambient do respect some fixed policies expressed through types.
Type Inference
An inference algorithm for a typed calculus takes a raw term, i.e. a simplified form of term with no or only partial type annotations, and reconstructs an ordinary typed term along with a valid typing judgment for it. The first decision to be taken when designing an algorithm therefore concerns the syntax for raw terms.
In our calculus the naive approach of erasing all type annotations does not work, because in this way a typing cannot always be sensibly reconstructed; we have to leave in the term some type information, which -by taking part in the reduction rules -actually 'implements' some specified behaviour of the modelled system.
In particular, we have chosen to erase the type in the input binder and to eliminate as many mobcom annotations as reasonable (those in the with component of the prefixes up, down and to, and in the ambient construct); on the other hand, the group assigned to an ambient occurrence and the group and the mobility type within a co-move are kept, because these annotations define the policies and the mobility constraints established by the designer of the applica- tion. The formal definition of raw terms is given in Fig. 8 , where the missing parts are as in Fig. 1 . We omit the obvious definition of the untyped version |P | of a typed term P . An analysis of the typing rules shows that they do not directly provide an algorithm for inferring the typing of a term, because of three distinct problems. The first is the implicit weakening present in the rule (Env), coupled with the fact that the different premises of a single rule must share the same environment. This is well known: in such cases, a more algorithmic system can be obtained by delaying the application of weakening until the end of the inference process and by admitting different environments in different premises.
The second problem arises from the fact that there is no uniqueness of typing: in the rule (Null), for instance, the type of 0 has no relationship with the term. The standard approach consists in the introduction of type variables; this alone, however, is not sufficient here, since in some rules the type variables occurring in the conclusion are limited in their range by conditions in the premises. For instance, in the rule (In-I) (corresponding to rule (In)) the variable u of the capability type scheme cap(u) that types the conclusion must satisfy the constraint of being greater than or equal to the mobility type {γ}, ∅ . We cope with this difficulty by employing, jointly with type variables, the technique of delaying the solution by simply recording the constraints: these will then be solved at the very end (see e.g. Chapter 22 of [34] ).
The third problem comes from having dependent types, i.e., possible occurrences of group variables and group names within type expressions: when a variable or name γ is being bound, as in rules (Input) and (Grp Res), one must check that such γ does not occur in the current environment and type. In the type inference this condition is expressed by adding non-occurrence constraints, i.e., constraints of the form γ ∈ I where I is a set of group variables or group names. A substitution satisfies the constraint γ ∈ I when, applied to all the variables in I, returns types without occurrences of γ. Fig. 9 We remark that types in raw terms can belong only to the original type syntax, while the inference algorithm can infer (and annotate terms with) type schemes. More precisely, the inference algorithm builds process schemes, environment schemes and sets of constraints, defined respectively as follows. Definition 2. 1. A process scheme is defined by the same syntax as the one of a process in Fig. 1 We use S to range over process schemes and C to range over sets of constraints. The input of the algorithm is either a message M or a raw term R. In the first case the output consists of: an environment scheme Θ, the message M , a message type scheme W and a set of constraints C. In the second case the output is given by: an environment scheme Θ, a process scheme S, a mobcom type scheme V and a set of constraints C. We respectively use the notations:
It is easy to verify, by looking at the inference rules in Fig. 10, 11 and 12 , that the elements of a set of constraints are of the form Ξ = Ξ or U ≤ u or γ ∈ I.
To relate type inference with type assignment, type variables must be replaced by types of the respective kinds. More precisely, a solution of a set of constraints is defined as follows.
Definition 3. 1. A ground substitution is a total mapping from mobility variables to mobility types, from message variables to message types and from communication variables to communication types. 2. A solution of a set of constraints C is a ground substitution ς such that
As usual, the application of ς to Υ , written ς(Υ ), with Υ ∈ {ξ, Ξ, U, . . .}, denotes the term obtained by replacing all the variables ξ occurring in Υ with ς(ξ). The handling of constraints will be explained later; suffice it now to say that we will present an algorithm solve which accepts as input a set of constraints C and either fails or outputs a solution, as stated in Proposition 4.
For the description of the inference rules some preliminary definitions are necessary. We need to eliminate from sets of typing assumptions those whose subjects are not variables: let then Ω be a set of typing assumptions whose subjects are names or variables: Ω⇓ is defined as the maximum subset containing only assumptions whose subjects are variables, i.e., Ω⇓ = {x:
In defining the combination of two environment schemes our choice is that whenever they respectively contain two (generally different) assumptions with the same subject, we take the assumption found in the leftmost environment and add to the set of constraints the equality between the two predicates. More precisely we define:
-the combination Θ Θ of two environment schemes Θ and Θ :
-the set of constraints Θ♦Θ generated by the combination of two environment schemes Θ and Θ :
Clearly, combination might be defined with the roles of Θ and Θ exchanged; in any case the constraints obtained would be the same, as is obvious from the symmetric nature of the operator ♦. It is also easy to verify that every solution of the set of constraints, when applied to the combination of the two originating environments, is the same as the union of its application to the environments themselves, as stated by the following proposition.
Proposition 2. If ς is a solution of
The inference rules are given in Fig. 10, 11 and 12. Type variables that do not occur in the premises are assumed to be fresh; in this way, when different
(Path-I) derivations are pasted together in a multiple-premise rule, their variables are all distinct. Rules (Amb Const-I) and (Grp Const-I) are very similar to (Amb Const) and (Grp Const): the only difference is in the inferred environment, which is empty as is the constraint set. Similarly in (Env-I) the minimal environment is inferred; the inferred type scheme is a fresh message type variable which must be greater than or equal to the message type variable assumed for the term variable in the environment.
Fig. 10. Type Inference Rules for Messages
Rules (In-I) and (Out-I) are the first interesting cases, because they show how the typing rules are adapted to the inference framework. The condition γ ∈ C in rules (In) and (Out) becomes the constraint {γ}, ∅ ≤ u, where u is the fresh mobility type variable such that cap(u) is the type scheme inferred for the capability. The assumptions α: amb and γ: group are added to the environment scheme only if α, γ are variables. To avoid writing several different rules we build the set {α: amb, γ: group} and then obtain an environment scheme by filtering it through the operator ⇓.
In rule (Co-I) we add to the environment (scheme) all the variables that occur in the mobility type U and we assume for them the type group. The resulting mobility type scheme is cap(u), where u is a fresh variable constrained to be greater than or equal to U.
In rule (Path-I) it is easy to verify that W and W can be either message type variables or capability type schemes containing only mobility variables. Besides, W (respectively W ) is a message type variable iff χ (respectively χ ) is a variable. In both cases it is necessary that the mobility rights of the path are equal to those of the components. This is accomplished by requiring that W = W = cap(u), where the fresh variable u represents the mobility rights of χ, χ and χ . χ . We keep track of the previous constraints C and C by adding them to the new constraint set. In addition, the environment schemes of the premises are combined using the operator and the equalities generated by the application of ♦ to these environments are added to the set of constraints.
For the 0 process we derive the parametric mobcom type scheme (u, t) from the empty environment and we do not require any constraint.
Rule (Cap Prefix-I) is similar to rule (Path-I): the message type scheme variable representing the mobility rights of the capability must be equal to cap(u), where the mobility variable u represents the mobility rights of the whole process.
In the rules for the process-moving prefixes (Down-I)-(To-I) we decorate the prefix (after the keyword with) with the mobcom type scheme of the process to be sent. For the type scheme of the whole process we only require that it expresses the right to send a process to an ambient of group γ: this is ensured by the constraint ∅, {γ} ≤ u. As in rules (In-I) and (Out-I), we add to the environment scheme the premises α: amb and γ: group only if α, γ are variables.
In rule (Input-I) the communication type scheme t is equated with com(w) where w is a fresh message variable, the input binder is annotated with w, and x is removed from the environment. In fact Θ↓x is defined as {y: W | y: W ∈ Θ & y = x}. We add to the set of constraints the equality (if any) generated by combining the assumption x: w with the environment scheme of the premise. In order to take into account the conditions x ∈ Σ and x ∈ (U, com(W)) of rule (Input) we add the constraint x ∈ {w | w ∈ Θ↓x} ∪ {u, t}.
Rule (Output-I) is similar but simpler: we equate the communication type scheme t of the process scheme with com(W) where W is the message type scheme of the output. We deal with the environment schemes and the constraints of the premises as in rule (Cap Prefix-I).
In rule (Amb-I) the mobcom type scheme of the ambient is the mobcom type scheme of the enclosed process scheme and the mobcom type scheme of the whole process scheme is just (u, t) with u and t fresh.
Rule (Par-I) needs to ensure that the two process schemes have the same mobcom type scheme: this is achieved by adding to the constraint set the equality between the mobility variables and the communication type schemes of these process schemes.
Finally, in rule (Grp Res-I) we need to ensure that g will not appear in the environment or in the process type: this is accomplished by adding the constraint
The following properties of the inference rules can be easily proved by inspection of the rules themselves.
(a) C = is a set of equalities of the following forms (equalities symmetric of the listed ones are omitted): We are now going to describe a procedure solve which, applied to a set of constraints, checks if it is solvable. If the set of constraints is solvable solve generates a particular solution of it, otherwise fails. The procedure makes use of three sub-procedures, executed in sequence: solve = , which solves the equality constraints; solve ≤ , which solves the inequalities; and solve ∈ , which checks the non-occurrence conditions. Any of the three may fail; in this case the set of constraints has no solution, the algorithm stops and the given term is not typable. If all succeed, then solve provides a solution.
The procedure solve = applies the standard unification algorithm to C = . By Proposition 3(3a), C = is a set of equations, therefore solve = either fails or returns a substitution σ = which is a most general unifier. It is easy to verify that σ = maps communication type variables to communication type schemes different from shh, message type variables to message type schemes and mobility type variables to mobility type variables.
If C = is solvable, then the main procedure solve applies the substitution σ = to both sides of the subtyping judgments in C ≤ , thus obtaining a set of subtyping judgments C Assume initially σ W as the trivial identity substitution and repeat the following steps (which transform both σ W and C At the end, define σ W (w) = group for all remaining message type variables w and replace them accordingly in C 
≤ is reached. Now define for all mobility variables u:
Finally, the main procedure solve calls solve ∈ , which checks the satisfiability of the constraints in C ∈ . If there are γ and ξ such that the constraint γ ∈ I is in C ∈ , and ξ ∈ I and γ ∈ σ U • σ W • σ = (ξ), then the result of solve ∈ is failure; otherwise solve ∈ returns success.
For the output of solve to be a ground substitution, the remaining communication type variables must be replaced by types; then, only in the case solve ∈ returned success, define:
The output of the whole procedure solve is finally defined as
The proof of the following proposition is straightforward:
Proposition 4. If the set of constraints C is solvable then solve(C) is a solution of C. Vice versa, if C is not solvable then solve(C) fails.
In the rest of this section we will prove soundness and completeness of our inference algorithm. Crucial here is the treatment of free and bound variables. While the type assignment system considers processes modulo renaming of bound variables and names, the inference procedure cannot, since bound variables and names may appear in the set of constraints. For instance, we get (x) . to n:g . co g with {x}, ∅ . 0 =⇒ I S 0 : (u, t) C 0 where S 0 = (x: w) . to n:g with (u , t ) . co g with {x}, ∅ . 0
Note that C 0 contains constraints involving the bound variable x. The substitution ς 0 = solve(C 0 ) for the current variables is defined by ς 0 (u ) = ς 0 (u ) = {x}, ∅ , ς 0 (u) = ∅, {g} , ς 0 (t) = com(group), ς 0 (w) = group, ς 0 (t ) = shh. As will follow from Theorem 3, applying ς 0 to the inferred process scheme S 0 gives a good process; however, to be able to apply ς 0 , we are forced to introduce an occurrence of x in the scope of the binder, because u must be replaced with {x}, ∅ . We conclude that:
when we apply a substitution to a process scheme in the scope of a binder, we need to allow capturing of group variables and names.
Therefore, following the 'nomenclature' of [16] , we say that type variables are replaced by types.
As regards soundness, note that if the statement M =⇒ Θ I M : W C is derivable from the type inference rules and ς is a solution of C, then ς(Θ) may not be a good environment because the mobility types appearing in it might contain variables which either are assigned a type different from group or are not in its domain. To obtain a deducible typing judgment we therefore have to require that the enlarged environment ς(Θ) ∪ Σ is a good environment, where the domain of Σ contains the missing group variables. The case of statements of the form R =⇒ Θ I S : V C is analogous.
Theorem 3 (Soundness of Inference).
If
Proof. The proofs of (1) and (2) are respectively by induction on the derivations of M =⇒ Θ I M : W C and R =⇒ Θ I S : V C . We only consider two representative cases. Let the last rule applied be (Cap Prefix-I):
The theorem's first conclusion |χ . S| = χ . R is immediate since |χ . S| = χ . |S| and by induction |S| = R. As for the second and more important conclusion, first of all observe that a solution ς of the set of constraints C ∪ C ∪ {W = cap(u)} ∪ Θ♦Θ is also a solution of C, C , and Θ♦Θ . A first consequence is that by Proposition 2 one has ς(Θ Θ ) = ς(Θ) ∪ ς(Θ ). Now put , t) ). Being ς(W) = ς(cap(u)) we can conclude by applying the rule (Cap Prefix).
Consider now the case where the last rule applied is (Input-I): It is not surprising that the output of solve turns out to produce a derivable statement:
Proof. By inspection of the type inference rules and of the solve procedure it is easy to check that if x occurs in the range of solve(C) then R contains a co-move co γ with U for some γ, U such that x ∈ U. By rule (Co-I) the assumption x: group is in Θ; therefore {x:
} is a subset of Θ, and we can conclude by Theorem 3.
We can state and prove completeness as expected.
Theorem 4 (Completeness of Inference).
If
Proof. The proofs of (1) and (2) The condition x ∈ Σ implies x ∈ ς(Θ↓x); moreover x ∈ (U, com(W)). Therefore ς satisfies also the constraint x ∈ {w | w ∈ Θ↓x} ∪ {u, t}.
Conclusions and Related Work
We have introduced a variant of the Calculus of Mobile Ambients (MA) that combines ambient and process mobility and allows the expression of flexible policies for controlling process activities. The calculus exploits co-move actions and runtime type checking to require the agreement between a moving process and the target ambient (similar mechanisms could also be used for ambient movements, but we have omitted them for the sake of simplicity). Policies can dynamically change due to further co-moves being added to an ambient, either by means of process movements or indirectly through communication. The operational semantics and the type assignment system ensure that an incoming process conforms to the policy of the target ambient. The compliance with ambient policies can be checked locally and requires no global assumption. We have defined a sound and complete type inference algorithm and illustrated a few applications of our framework to examples. As future work, we are considering ways of increasing the expressive power of our type system so as to be able to express stronger properties. For instance, incoming processes are only checked against mobility capabilities. No check about their input/output behaviour is currently done, except that their communication type must comply with the communication type of the entered ambient. Instead, one could need a more strict control as, for example, in the scenario of Section 2 where reader processes entering a journal could be allowed only to read (i.e., input) papers, not to write (i.e., output) them. This would require distinguishing between input and output, as is usually done in calculi with channel-based communication (see, e.g., [35] ). One could also obtain more informative policies by asking that the operation of ambient creation be subject to authorization. This would be especially significant when creating ambients of known groups, in which case, in general, one may expect they behave in a controlled way.
Related Work
Modelling wide-area distributed systems requires that the space of locations and the mobility in such space are taken into account as new dimensions of computing. Most foundational languages proposed in the literature model this space either as an evolving graph of fully connected locations, like the Dπ [27] and the language Klaim [17] , or as an evolving forest of trees of locations, like MA [12] and its variants. Some recent proposals explicitly handling the underlying network topology are tKlaim [18] and Dπ F [20] . An interesting core model generalizing many of the available calculi and languages has been developed within the Mikado project [5] .
Many variants of MA have been defined: for a survey see [21] . A crucial choice in all these calculi is the form of interaction between processes in different ambients. In the original calculus [12] interaction is only local to an ambient, and for processes in different ambients to communicate, at least one of the ambients' boundaries has to be dissolved by means of the open capability. This approach has also been used in [12, 29, 6, 31, 1] . However, the open capability has been considered by many researchers as potentially dangerous, because it could be inadvertently or maliciously used to destroy an ambient's individuality (by dissolving its boundary). Therefore, several variants of MA have been proposed which either are equipped with additional constructs for controlling the execution of open, like the co-moves of Safe Ambients [29] (used with modifications also in [6, 31, 32, 8] ), or replace it with other interaction-enabling mechanisms: among them, we mention communication between nested ambients in Boxed Ambients [7, 32, 8] and in Seal calculus [13] , and process (objective) mobility in [15, 14] . To ensure and enforce behavioural properties, in particular those concerning resource access, communication, mobility and security, ambient calculi are usually typed [10, 29, 11, 6, 1, 7, 31, 32, 8, 30] .
The calculus presented in this paper is derived from the variant of M 3 presented in [14] . However, the two calculi use different authorization mechanisms.
In [14] , rights to cross or enter an ambient are recorded as passive components (i.e., multisets of rights attached to the ambient); here, authorization relies on co-moves and rights, which allow more flexible policies. Also the mechanisms used to pass permits are different: in [14] specific primitives are used to add permissions to the multisets attached to ambients; the mechanism used in this paper, on the contrary, has been somehow inspired by [24] , where policies to access network resources can dynamically change due to communication of permissions.
Before the present calculus, only the calculi of [26, 28, 6, 24, 4, 23] , to our knowledge, considered type information local to computational environments, while in the other proposals there is a global environment containing all typing assumptions. In [26, 24, 28, 23] local type information is sufficient because processes are dynamically checked whenever they migrate, which prevents processes not complying with the policies of a locality to get in. This is similar to our approach, though their computational environments are not hierarchically structured. To reduce the amount of dynamic controls, in [28] a relation of trust among nodes is exploited; thus, a process coming from a trusted node is never dynamically type-checked. In [23] each location comes equipped with a membrane that controls access by type-checking the incoming processes. The presence of the open capability requires in [6] a careful updating of the local type information of ambients when they migrate. The aim of types in [4] is dual to ours: the type system ensures a liberal but safe communication policy, so that ambient movements are only allowed when this does not break the soundness of data exchanges. Also, the calculus of [4] is a variant of Boxed Ambients and therefore communication may cross one ambient boundary.
Dependent types have been widely used in the framework of the calculus Dπ (see, e.g., [25] ) to restrict capabilities of processes launched by incoming code. To our knowledge, the type system of [30] , where types directly depend on ambient variables, is the only with dependent types for variants of MA. Our type system is simpler but less precise than the one of [30] in the specification of ambient behaviours, since in our approach all ambients of the same group share the same "passive" behaviour.
The first type inference algorithm for MA was presented in [36] . Other algorithms for variants of typed ambient calculi can be found in [2] and [15] . The main challenge in the design of the inference algorithm presented in this paper has been the handling of dependent types, an issue not addressed by any of the above.
